S4: STRAINER-SPOUTED BOWLS

1 Colchester, Sheepen, fig.57 no.12: region 3 sandpit-S
   site F2, III-IV.
   fragment, site A4, IV-VI.
   ditch F8, V.
   one unstratified.
   1970 (not illus.).
   AD44-49
   AD49-65
   AD61
   AD10-43
   post-43
2 Ardleigh, Vincen Farm pit, nos.21-23.
3 Prae Wood, U Ditch [353].
   another rim, unmarked [373].
   South Ditch, group C no.2.

Notes
The basic shape is Cam. 241, or G2-5. The fabric is romanised, hard, usually grey, at Sheepen; and Ardleigh, which has produced several (some Roman). At the end of the 1st century AD it becomes Marsh's type 46 (Marsh 1978, 181), in 'London ware' and usually mica-dusted. The form is 'probably an introduction from the Rhineland' (Marsh 1978, 182).
S4: strainer-spouted bowls.